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THERE IS NO MORE RECENT EDITION OF BOWDITCH. THIS EDITION WAS PRINTED IN 2015,

BUT IS THE 2002 EDITION. This edition also includes the latest Notice to Mariners. There are

editions being offered for sale which claim to be later editions. Contact us for clarification. This

edition of The American Practical Navigator, Bowditch, is offered by Celestaire and Paradise Cay

Publications. This is the most recent update of Bowditch, the definitive work on navigation.

Nathanial Bowditch first published this encyclopedic work in 1802. During the last two centuries over

75 editions, almost 1,000,000 copies, of Bowditch have been published by the US Government. It

has lived because it has combined the best technologies of each generation of navigator. This

edition includes the latest advances in electronic navigation and digital charting technology. It also

covers nonelectronic navigation such as celestial, plotting and dead reckoning. Bowditch contains

numerous tables which have been valued for years by practicing navigators. Bowditch is carried on

the bridge of every U.S. Navy ship and should be the mainstay of any serious navigator's library.

Paradise Cay and Celestaire's present this commercial edition of Bowditch which is a complete

copy of the latest Government edition.
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All the information is there, but it appears they printed this book straight from a low quality PDF. All

the photos are blurry, the cover of the hardcover tears very easily, paper quality is poor. Overall a



bad purchase. Its the first amazing purchase in 5 years that I actually returned without desiring a

replacement. Do not buy the hardcover from this vendor.

This is the quintessential book for any and all navigators. It is perfect for learning the first time, as

well as reviewing theory and the like in the future. Great purchase, though you may want to think

about getting the Bowditch Volume 2 either as well or in place of this book. The volume 2 Bowditch

(the 1981 short and fat version that is favored) sadly is extremely difficult to find on . It has much of

the same information that this Bowditch contains, but is often found to be much more useful, as well

as easier to carry around. In fact, my volume 2 is sitting next to me in this very instant as I write this

review, while my big volume one (or whatever they call this) Bowditch is somewhere on a bookshelf

in my room at home. The big one was definitely helpful at times and I'm sure has a lot more

information contained in it than my little volume 2 does, so in no way would I discourage you from

purchasing this book, as it will without a doubt be useful, I am just urging you to not be silly and go

get yourself one of the Volume 2s as well. Aside from the book itself and my suggestions, I must

add that the seller in this purchase was great and easy to work with, shipped in a timely manner,

and overall I had no issues with them. :)

Current versions have removed some of the old lunar methods of navigation and updated them with

electronic information.. reads like a very serious school textbook. the big issue I have is that several

days after receiving it, (and having thrown away all the packaging since it looked ok).. .I now find a

number of pages ( 237-244 )are blank! on some of them you can just see the barest ghost of

printing.. of course, it is a pain in the rear to return now... and I have no clue how many other pages

may be blank until I get to them.Love the book, but have to decide if I want to go thru the effort of a

return...

a must have encyclopedia ofmaritime knowlege.

Along with Adlard Cole's Heavy Weather Sailing and Nigel Calder's Boating Mechanical and

Electrical Manual a must have book. If you need an answer one of these three should have it.I am

looking forward to the 2017 edition.

Great book. Easy to read. Covers pretty much everything a navigator needs to know. In particular I

used this book to write an extensive paper on maritime meteorology. this book will always be in the



front of my book shelf

Just what I was looking for. Used it as a farewell gift. The whole wardroom signed it. Nav loved it.

30 years in the Navy, 13 at sea. This is the bible for all true Navy persons. I recall hours reading it,

and endeavoring to absorb the wisdom of the sea as recounted by generations of those before

me.As a Commanding Officer I would put notes in the Night Orders which would cause the

watchstnders to research during quiet time, usually they could find the answers in Bowditch.A real

gem, I still keep my copy close to read, when the lack of salt air causes me to feel remorse for my

retired life.Rok KedneyCDR USN (ret)
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